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Editorial

Dump Unesco,jor the right reason
There are some key actions President Ronald Reagan

tural' Trojan horse of Soviet policy aimed at the shat

must take on this fifth anniversary of the "Khomeini

tering of the West through Third Worldism and unilat

Revolution" in Iran, to signal to the nation and the

eral pacifisim."

world that the humiliating nadir of U.S. foreign policy

But Unesco is something more than, in the Reagan

under the "one-world government" fanatics who ran

administration's characterization, "a forum of the pro

Jimmy Carter will never be repeated. The first is to

Soviet Third World." It is something even darker, and

make it clear that Henry A. Kissinger (whose role in

as profoundly hostile to the aspirations of the develop

setting up the Iranian hostage debacle was documented

ing countries as to the United States. It should be noted

by EIR at the time) does not now, and will not at any

that Unesco chief M'Bow is the protege of the racist

future point, represent the White House or any part of

president of Senegal, Leopold Senghor, a leader in the

our foreign policy institutions.

Club of Rome, an institution explicitly dedicated to

The second is to pull the U.S. support out ofUnes
co, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cul
tural Organization-not as a threat or temporary mea
sure, but permanently and on principled grounds.

Unesco was created by Julian Huxley in 1948,
shortly after the Nuremberg tribunals had condemned

That Unesco's "base of support" lies in the most

Nazi race ("eugenics") policies as crimes gainst human

vicious enemies of America and the American System

ity. Huxley designed Unesco as a principal channel for

cannot be denied. Khomeini in person recently declared

his philosophy of hatred for the ideal of progress inher

that "If the the U.S. imperialists leave Unesco, Iran

ent in the Judeo-Christian tradition. Huxley wrote then,

will fill the gap with Islamic funds." A letter of support

"even though it is quite true that any radical eugenic

to Unesco came under the signature of Soviet President

policy will be for many years politically and psycholog

Andropov, who railed that "millions of people are re

ically impossible, it will be important for Unesco to see

alizing ever more clearly that the source of tension is

that the eugenic problem is examined with the greaest

the imperial course of the U.S. administration, viewing

care and that the public mind is informed of the issues

the whole of the globe as its sovereign possession and

at stake so that much that is now unthinkable may at

arrogating to itself the right to impose on others certain

least become thinkable."

ways of life."
The current director-general of Unesco, Amadou

Huxley and his accomplices insisted that a centrally
dictated, global population control program was essen

Mahtar M'Bow, is a "Muslim fundamentalist" con

tial. Huxley's close collaborator Lord Bertrand Russell

sumed with hatred of the United States and Israel.

advocated, in print, the spread of the Black Death

The United States contributes some 25% of the gi
gantic budget of Unesco. The organization's 1984-85

64

reducing-by any means-particularly the populations
of darker-skinned peoples.

through the world once in every generation as a more
effective means than birth control to achieve this.

budget, which has been rejected by the United States,

It is not an accident, therefore, that today Unesco

allocated $926,000 for programs of "mobilization of

has become a center for the resurgent alliance between

youth for disarmament," $738,000 for "revolutionary

the Nazi International, operating widely through "Is

movements." The next general conference of Unesco,

lamic fundamentalist" fronts, and the men in the Krem

dedicated to "pacifism," will be in Sofia, Bulgaria, the

lin. The United States must recognize this "Nazi-com

capital of KGB-sponsored terrorism. As the Italian dai

munist" alliance as its real enemy in the world, and

ly II Giornale put it mildly, "Unesco is today the 'cul-

break with Unesco for that reason.
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